
Cookie Co. Celebrates the Opening of its First
Franchise in the Nation

Georgetown, Texas will soon be home to the first Cookie Co.
franchise, opening March 21st at The Summit at Rivery Park with
special grand opening festivities

NEWS RELEASE BY COOKIE CO.

The moment Cookie Co. began considering expansions via franchising, they decided that quality

could not be compromised in their pursuit of growth. As a team, they set out on a quest to curate

systems and processes that would ensure their coveted cookies would be of exceptional quality at

any location. Cookie Co. cookies are made with the highest quality ingredients and baked to

perfection following signature and proprietary recipes. Once the brand established protocols to

ensure the sweet treats their raving fans love would be exceptionally delicious at any location,

they established the type of franchise partners they envisioned having as a part of the Cookie Co.

family. One of many things that they determined would be vital in selecting franchise partners is

choosing partners that share their commitment to giving back and investing in the community.

Cookie Co. is proud to support all things local and is more than a cookie shop – it strives to be an

invaluable part of each community that it has a location within. After carefully considering a vast

array of franchise applications, Cookie Co. selected their first franchise partner and is excited to

see the first franchise location in the nation open March 21 , 2022 at 1500 Rivery Blvd, Suite 310,

Georgetown, Texas, 78628. Grand opening day will feature fun festivities for the family including

giveaways, photo booths, music and more!

“As a company we hold quality and core values close to heart. While we are inspired to bring

Cookie Co. to more of our raving fans nationwide, we are just as inspired to see our unsurpassed

quality upheld from location to location. We also believe that re-investing in community is vital,

and are focused on accepting franchise partners who share our same vision.” –Elise Thomas, Co-

Founder, Cookie Co.

 

Gourmet cookies, made locally. Founded in 2020 during the height of the pandemic,

Cookie Co. began as a labor of love, offering the simplest of comfort foods – fresh

baked cookies. Baked right at home with curbside pick-up in their driveway, Founders

Elise and Matt Thomas discovered peace in providing an experience that reminded them

of hopeful childhood memories. Opening the first location in August 2020 in Redlands,

California, Cookie Co. is known for its signature cookies which are proprietary to the
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company. Cookie Co. has thrived thanks to raving fans across the community and is now

available as a franchise. Interested franchise partners can learn more here. 
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